In this paper, aiming to achieve rate adaptation for the rateless coding (RC) schemes of polar codes, we explore their throughput efficiency and optimize a series of rates that are set in two types of RC schemes. First, the RC scheme with incremental freezing (IF-RC) decoding is analyzed from the perspective of rate matching. Then, a new RC scheme based on extending codes and copying information bits (termed EC-RC) is developed in detail. Moreover, to overcome the drawback of an undefined rate sequence in RC transmission, rate optimization strategies are separately proposed for both IF-RC and EC-RC by maximizing throughput efficiency with dynamic programming. Closed-form expressions of throughput for these two RC methods are derived as a consequence. The optimization procedure can be realized in practice with low complexity. Finally, the numerical results and analyses demonstrate that rate adaptation of polar-coded RC can be achieved along with maximum throughput by our proposed strategies over both AWGN channels and Rayleigh fading channels. The two optimized RC schemes provide higher throughput efficiency than other existing rateless codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
In terms of some communication scenarios, the channel states may not be constantly known or estimated by the transmitter due to the time-varying nature of wireless channels. To achieve the goal of efficient transmission, some flexible coding and modulation techniques have been proposed, such as adaptive coding and modulation (ACM). However, two obvious drawbacks exist in ACM. On the one hand, ACM only has a cluster of limited choices of rate combination schemes so that the alternative rates used to adapt to the changing channel states are discrete; on the other hand, the best combination of modulation and coding schemes selected by the transmitter is usually determined by the estimated channel quality, but it may be challenging to attain accurate estimation in time-varying channels.
To achieve a rate-seamless transmission and avoid the channel estimation requirement, rateless coding (RC) can serve as a flexible technique for the situation where the real-time parameters of communication channels are unknown to the transmitter. Different from the rate-fixed codes, rateless codes are regarded as a family of codes with The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Giovanni Pau . a degraded rate sequence, which are utilized to transmit an incremental number of coded bits until all the information is recovered successfully at the receiver. Particularly, LT codes and Raptor codes [1] , [2] are both typical classes of rateless codes designed for packet erasure channels. Polar codes, invented by Erdal Arikan [3] , are a type of capacity-achieving forward error correction code for binary-input discrete memoryless channels (BI-DMC). Polar codes have explicit recursive structures and low encoding and decoding complexity. The error correcting performance of finite-length polar codes can be enhanced by using powerful decoding algorithms. Due to these advantages, polar codes have been adopted as a coding scheme for control channels in ongoing 5G applications. As a new exploration, a class of rateless coding schemes based on polar codes was exploited in [4] , [5] . In [4] , a sequence of assumed degraded channels are designed in RC on the basis of the nesting property of polar codes. Incremental freezing (IF) decoding is proposed to recover the remaining information of previous transmissions, where the numbers of frozen bits are increased gradually to reduce coding rates. The complementary work of the RC scheme with IF decoding was analyzed in [5] . One difference is that a family of arbitrary degraded rates are generated by puncturing the transmitted block rather than adding new information bits. However, IF scheme could not obtain the full coding gain of a long code since the multiple transmissions are separately decoded as short codes. Its performance is worse than a traditional long polar code. In addition, the assumed degraded rate sequences in existing RC schemes are set arbitrarily in a sense, which will negatively affect transmission efficiency. It is sufficiently necessary to provide general guidance for the unspecified rate set in RC transmission.
In addition, for a predetermined code rate and specific signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the goal of forward error correction codes is to minimize the block error rate (BLER) or bit error rate (BER). However, for many practical applications, throughput may be a more efficient performance metric than error rate to measure multi-transmission communication systems, such as the hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) technology [6] , [7] . In most polar-coded rateless schemes, incremental redundancy HARQ (IR-HARQ) is usually adopted as the transmission mechanism. If the receiver recovers the message successfully, a simple ACK (acknowledgement) signal will be sent to transmitter to start a new cycle. Otherwise, more redundant bits will be retransmitted until a feedback of ACK. Thus, it will be preferable to exploit the throughput metric when we intend to design or optimize the elements of RC with polar codes. Unfortunately, most existing schemes have barely addressed this issue.
Motivated by the above observations, in this paper, we are closely concerned with the rate adaptation of rateless transmission using polar codes when the instantaneous channel parameters are not known at the transmitter. Our goal is to propose rate-optimization strategies that allow us to maximize the throughput efficiency and achieve rate adaptation for RC schemes, whereas the conventional schemes fail to do so and operate with undefined rate sequences. To this end, this paper mainly focuses on the following contributions.
• We analyze the RC scheme with IF decoding (IF-RC) from the perspective of rate matching and propose an alternative RC scheme based on extending codes and copying information bits (called EC-RC).
• More importantly, low-complexity rate optimization strategies are proposed for both IF-RC and EC-RC over the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel and Rayleigh fading channel. This is pursued by maximizing the throughput of RC through making use of a dynamic programming formulation.
• In consequence, the closed form expressions of attainable throughput for two types of RC methods are obtained, and the optimized rates will provide effective guidance for the rate adaptation of RC. Supported by our work, the rateless coding schemes using polar codes are not truly ''no'' rates, avoiding the undefined rate configuration in the rateless transmissions.
• The throughput efficiencies of two polar coded RC schemes are increased compared to those using fixed rate sequence. Each of IF-RC and EC-RC is numerically more dominant in a particular SNR region. Simulation shows their throughput advantages in contrast to the rateless spinal codes and raptor codes. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A review of the background of polar codes and their rate-matching schemes is introduced in Section II. Then, in Section III, we explore the IF-RC and EC-RC schemes in detail. Section IV first discusses the throughput metric and optimization problem and then proposes the rate-adaptation strategies for both RC schemes of polar codes. Some numerical simulation and analysis about the throughput results and optimized coding rates are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this work.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. POLAR CODES Arikan in [3] proposed the first capacity-achieving error correcting code, i.e., polar code, on the basis of channel polarization theory. Consider a BI-DMC W : X → Y with input alphabet X = {0, 1} and output alphabet Y. For the binary polar code construction with length N = 2 n (n = 1, 2, . . .), N synthesized binary input bit-channels W (i) N (i ∈ N = {1, 2, . . . , N }) are derived by recursive combining and splitting operations on N independent uses of W . Assume that vector u N = (u 1 , u 1 , . . . , u N ) is the source block, and vector x N and y N are referred to as the coded bits and received signals, respectively. W
where
W (y i |x i ) and W (y|x) is the transition probability of W . As a result, the capacity of each bit-channel becomes different and shows a polarization phenomenon. In the coding process, the most reliable K bit-channels will be assigned to transmit information bits, and the remaining bit-channels will carry fixed or frozen bits known by the sender and receiver. Assume that the index sets of information bits and frozen bits are labeled by A N and F N , respectively. The encoding of polar code x n [N ] with (N , K , A N ) is formulated by
where G[N ] is the polarization generator matrix of Ndimension, and F 2 ⊗n denotes the n-th Kronecker power of the 2 × 2 kernel matrix F 2 = 1 0 1 1 . [3] . In terms of DMC, there are effective construction algorithms, such as density evolution [8] , Gaussian approximation (GA) [9] and polarization weight (PW) construction [10] . In particular, GA is an efficient and low-complexity method for binary-input AWGN channels. Assume that an all-zero codeword is transmitted. The probability distribution (PD) of the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of the received signal is N ( 2 σ 2 , 4 σ 2 ), where σ 2 denotes the channel noise variance. In GA algorithm, the PD of LLR for each node in the polar graph is approximated with a Gaussian distribution, and the variance is two times the mean of the LLR. Thus, we only need to update the average LLR instead of the PD. Let E[L 
Then, the error probability of each bit-channel corresponding to u i is given by
Therefore, by sorting all P ε (W (i) N ), we select K bit-channels with smallest values of P ε (W (i) N ) to carry information bits, and the remaining bit-channels transmit frozen bits.
The successive cancellation (SC) decoding algorithm was efficiently used for the decoding of polar codes in [3] with low complexity. The SC decoder estimates the source sequence from u 1 to u N successively. The frozen bits are already known to the decoder; thus, the SC decoder only needs to recover each information bit usinĝ
is the LLR corresponding to estimated valueû i . These LLRs can be obtained in a recursive manner and propagated over a multilayer coding graph. It is proven that SC decoding can make the performance of an infinite-length polar code approach Shannon capacity [3] . Moreover, enhanced SC decoders such as SC-List (SCL) decoding [11] and cyclic redundancy check (CRC)-aided SCL [12] were exploited to obtain significant gain for finite-length polar codes.
B. RATE MATCHING OF POLAR CODES
To adapt to the practical communication applications, flexible code rates are required. For polar codes, we can adjust the number of information bits K = |A N | to achieve arbitrary coding rates given the code length N . In addition, to match the amount of available radio resource in practice, the required code length may be not always the power of 2 given K message bits. In this case, the mother code length N will be changed to an expected code length M to ensure rate matching. There are three main strategies mentioned in 5G New Radio [13] , specifically, repetition, puncturing and shortening. Note that the reliabilities of bit-channels will change after rate matching; thus, the optimal information set A N should be adjusted in association with the pattern of rate matching.
Moreover, HARQ can work as a throughput-efficient and rate-adaptive transmission technique, which mixes the ARQ mechanism with forward error correction coding to avoid wasting resources. The rate after t transmissions is
where n j denotes the number of coded bits transmitted in the j-th round (j t). The n j coded bits can be determined by rate-matching schemes. However, since the set A N has been fixed in the first transmission, there is no chance to use the optimal A N corresponding to each rate-matching code in subsequent transmissions. Hence, these existing rate-matching schemes may not be directly employed in the systems with multiple retransmissions.
To achieve rate-seamless transmission and overcome the drawback of unassociated information sets, the idea of rateless coding is applied for reliable communications under unknown channel conditions. The designs of RC using polar codes will be described in the following sections.
III. RATELESS CODING SCHEMES OF POLAR CODES
In this section, we analyze the rateless coding scheme with IF from the perspective of configuring coding rates and then propose a new RC scheme by extending and puncturing polar codes, along with copying information bits to obtain extra coding gain.
A. RATELESS SCHEME WITH INCREMENTAL FREEZING DECODING
A rateless coding scheme of polar code was proposed in [4] . In this scheme, a family of polar codes C(N , R i , A i ) with the same code length N are designed for a series of assumed degraded channels
, and the rates descend in sequence by R 1 > R 2 > . . . > R T . The rateless coding procedure will be described as follows. A model of IF-RC can be referred to in Fig. 1 .
In the initial transmission, the polar-coded block C(N , R 1 , A 1 ) with the highest rate R 1 is transmitted over the AWGN channel, where N R 1 = |A 1 |. If the receiver fails to decode the received signals y [1] , they will be stored, and then, the second block encoded with degraded rate R 2 is sent. Note that the N R 2 information bits in the second block C(N , R 2 , A 2 ) are the least reliable part of the information bits located on indices {A 1 \A 2 } in the first transmission. Then, they are constructed to be transmitted on indices A 2 in the second block. Obviously, rate R 2 is decreased into
and the nested property of polar code ensures
, the second block is also unable to be recovered successfully; then, the third transmission will start. The information bits with the indices {A 2 \A 3 } in both first and second transmissions are polar-encoded into the third block C(N , R 3 , A 3 ), and consequently, the corresponding rate of the block is reduced to R 3 = R 1 /3. The retransmissions will not stop until the decoding of block C(N , R t , A t ) succeeds in the t-th transmission. Generally, the information bits of the t-th block include the components that were located on the indices {A t−1 \A t } in all previous transmission rounds. The rate of the t-th transmitted block is degraded to
Obviously, the above coding scheme is not truly rateless since it only configures a limited rate sequence of
For the sake of arbitrary rates, some new information bits will be added into the next transmitted block and coded together with the retransmitted bits from previous rounds. Assume that the rate used in the last round is R i , and the degraded rate to be used in the next retransmission round is R i+1 = R i − i , where positive value i is arbitrary. Then, a total of N i least reliable information bits in the previous transmissions will be resent, and N (R i − 2 i ) new information bits are added into encoder together. Therefore, the coding process for the t-th transmission can be denoted by
where m [t] is the message packet to be encoded into codeword x [t] of length N . m [t] is composed of the new information bits m t and retransmitted bits m † [2] , . . . , m [t−1] }, and its number of bits is N t−1 .
In the sequel, N (R i − i ) information bits are transmitted on the most reliable bit-channels in this retransmission round, where we arrange the retransmitted N i bits on the most reliable positions.
Moreover, backtrack decoding is employed at the receiver based on an incremental freezing strategy; thus, this rateless coding scheme is called IF-RC for short. In the t-th transmission round, the receiver first performs decoding with the received signals y [t] ,m
Suppose that the transmission channel W is stronger than
. Thereby, the block C(N , R t , A t ) can be decoded correctly on the basis of the t-th transmission only, i.e., the result satisfies m [t] = m [t] . Then, the retransmitted part in these recovered information bits will be frozen to help decode the previous block
Since the equivalent rate in backtrack IF decoding decreases, these remaining information bits may be more likely to be recovered successfully. If no errors are detected in (9), the IF decoding will continue recovering m [t−2] by the operation t ← t − 1. Accordingly, the retransmitted information bits decoded from the blocks C(N ,
can work as frozen bits to contribute to the IF decoding of the block
B. PROPOSED RATELESS SCHEME BY CODE EXTENSION AND COPYING INFORMATION
Although backtrack IF decoding is employed to recover more remaining information of previous circles in IF-RC, this scheme could not attain a full coding gain of a long code because the two transmissions in IF decoding are separately decoded as short codes. There exists a performance gap in contrast to the directly constructed long polar code.
To increase the coding gain, in this subsection, a novel rateless coding scheme is proposed in combination with the polar code extensibility and copying-information technique for puncturing. We call it extension and copy RC (EC-RC). The ideas of extending polar codes and information-copy method are not new and have been applied to HARQ transmission using polar codes [15] , [16] . However, the previous work ignores remedying the coding gain loss when puncturing the extended polar codes for changeable block lengths. In the proposed scheme, we first explore the extensible property of polarization matrices and then enjoy extra coding gain by copying information when extending the codeword and puncturing for rate matching. In the end, a rateless polar coding procedure is designed accordingly.
1) EXTENSIBLE POLAR CODES
Recalling the description in Section II, we observe that polarization matrices satisfy G [N ] = F ⊗n 2 (n = 1, 2, ..), according to (2) , which thus could be calculated iteratively by the Kronecker product. When the dimension n of code length is increased, note that polarization matrices possess a nested property, i.e.,
On the other hand, due to the lower triangular structure of the generator matrix, the codewords with different dimensions are also nested. A longer polar-coded block consists of a shorter one, namely,
, and x E n [N /2] denotes the extended block derived from x n [N ]. Through the above observation, it can be concluded that polar codes are extensible.
2) ENJOY EXTRA CODING GAIN
Due to the operation of extending polarization matrices, some more reliable bit-channels will be newly produced when the code length extends from N to 2N . To ensure that the information bits are still transmitted on the most reliable bit-channels, we need to reassign their positions, such that the extra coding gain will be obtained after extending generator matrices and codewords.
In addition, to achieve arbitrary rates of rateless polar codes, the puncturing operation is adopted to match rates. Since partial coded bits have been transmitted in the previous rounds, we could only adjust the rate by controlling the number of extended bits to be sent in the next transmission. Particularly, quasi-uniform puncturing (QuP) [14] can be a suitable puncturing method for our scheme. Assume that the number of punctured bits is denoted by m = N − N p , where N p is the length of the punctured codeword. The puncturing vector p denotes a binary vector, where the zero elements indicate the punctured positions. If the polar coding process is performed on the constraint (2), QuP algorithm is described by the following: initialize the elements of vector p as all ones; then, set the first m values in p to zeros, such as
The information set should be kept fixed in multiple retransmissions, that is, a common information set should be utilized for a family of codes in rateless transmission. Although QuP can derive an attractive performance, each puncturing pattern is associated with its own specific optimized information set. Therefore, it is not suitable to apply QuP directly to the rateless transmission. An issue involving punctured polar codes is to ensure that the information bits are still transmitted on good bit-channels for each punctured code. Unfortunately, the optimization of good puncturing patterns with a common information set requires extensive complexity according to [17] . In our work, instead of puncturing the extended codeword through QuP simply, such as [16] , we cooperate by extending the polarization matrices and copying-information method. As a result, QuP patterns can be employed with the corresponding effective information sets in multiple retransmissions to decrease the gain loss caused by puncturing. Let Q p and Q p denote the position sets of punctured bits and unpunctured bits corresponding to p, respectively; then, according to [18] , we have that:
Remark 1: since a given QuP pattern p satisfies G N (Q p , Q p ) = 0, assigning ''unknown'' values to the bit-channels that belong to Q p does not adversely affect the performance of the punctured polar code. Since the QuP has a property that assigning arbitrary values to the bit-channels which belong to Q p does not degrade the performance of the punctured code,
Algorithm 1 Design for Extra Coding Gain
Find the largest ε 2N (k), k ∈ J; Copy the information bit value u i to u k ; 
3) DESIGN RATELESS TRANSMISSION PROCEDURE
In view of the above considerations, the transmission process of EC-RC is described as follows:
• First, the polar-coded block C(N 1 , R 1 , A N 1 ) with code length N 1 and assumed initial rate R 1 is transmitted in a time-varying AWGN channel W . If the block fails to be decoded, it is stored at the receiver, and a negative ACK signal will be sent to the transmitter to require more coded bits.
• Extend the initial block and copy information bits using Algorithms 1 and 2; then, block C(N 2 , R 2 , p[1], B p N 2 [1] ) is obtained by polar encoding and QuP (see Fig. 2 ), where N 2 = 2N 1 , R 2 = R p 1 and R 2 < R 1 . Then, the second block consisting of extended bits { C(N 2 , R 2 , p[1], B p N 2 [1] )\C(N 1 , R 1 , A N 1 )} will be transmitted and recovered at the receiver by combining with the previous stored block. Note that the new information bit-channels in Algorithm 1 are always located prior to the original part for the previous transmissions. Provided that SC decoding is utilized, these copied information bits on the new information bit-channels are first decoded. The corresponding bits in their original positions are then decoded as frozen bits naturally.
• Subsequently, if the receiver still fails to recover the information bits, the second block is then stored, and the third transmission circle will proceed by send-
Note that previous punctured bits are transmitted and recovered first. If more redundant bits are required, the mother code length will then be extended to N 3 = 2N 2 .
• This procedure will continue until either the transmitter receives an ACK feedback or a maximal limit T of transmission number is reached. To verify the effectiveness of our proposed scheme, in Fig. 3 , we first simulated the BLER results of EC-RC and IF-RC under the SC decoder in the AWGN channel, where the initial polar code is with (N , K ) = (256, 200). The transmission number is T = 2, and R 1 = 2R 2 . For comparison, BLER of the directly constructed polar code with (512, 200) is also provided. We see that the performance of EC-RC can match well with that of direct polar code designed for that SNR and outperform IF-RC obviously. In addition, provided that puncturing is used to match rates in EC-RC and the punctured codeword length with p[1] is N p = 384, the performance of the punctured code with available information set (termed PC-AIS) can approach that of the traditional QuP polar code. It be considerably enhanced with a gain of 0.75 dB compared to that using a fixed information set (termed PC-FIS) in the rateless transmission. This notable gain is ensured by Algorithm 1 and 2. In particular, the fixed information set is assumed to be determined by the available highest puncturing rate in EC-RC, and here, we set it to 200/280.
IV. RATE ADAPTATION FOR POLAR-CODED RATELESS TRANSMISSION
In terms of rateless schemes, a family of codes is designed with assumed degraded rates, i.e., R 1 > R 2 > . . .. However, one main problem is that the existing schemes fail to provide a specific setting for the variable elements in rate sequence R = [R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R T ]. Based on maximizing throughput efficiency, we optimize the rates for polar-coded RC schemes to achieve rate adaptation in this section.
A. THROUGHPUT METRIC AND RATE ADAPTATION
The design objective of binary error correction codes is to minimize the BLER or BER under a given code rate and SNR. Separately, rateless coding of polar codes applies a transmission mechanism similar to IR-HARQ, where some redundancy bits are added to a packet with the possibility of retransmission in case errors occur. Therefore, throughput is a much more relevant metric than error rate. The throughput is defined by the ratio of average numbers of the successfully received information bits and the total transmitted bits for recovering the information block. This paper is concerned with the attainable throughput efficiency of RC with polar codes.
The average throughput for a long term can be calculated by the well-known renewal-reward theorem [19] ,
which is the ratio between the average reward E[R] and the expectation of number of transmission rounds E[T ]. The reward R denotes the number of information bits successfully received in one transmission cycle, normalized by the packet length N s ; symbol T denotes the number of rounds related to the same packet. In addition, assume that error detection by CRC works well, and the feedback channel is error-free. We also ignore any resource loss caused by CRC and the ACK feedback.
We consider that the channel parameters are not available instantaneously at the transmitter in rateless transmission. It is essential to explore the throughput performance related to the selected transmission rate of each round. The throughput result is also a function of the average SNR SNR of multiple rounds, thus it is subject to η = η(R; SNR). Here, the distribution of random variable SNR t is always known by both the transmitter and receiver, while the instant SNR t is only available at the receiver. R = [R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R T ] is assumed as a set of transmission rates, and we would like to adapt each rate to the average SNR in RC. Then, one motivating point focuses on maximizing the throughput of rateless coding schemes under a given SNR, such that the rate adaptation is achieved with the optimized rate set R opt (SNR).
A simple instance can prove this necessity. For a case of one transmission, a too large initial coding rate (ICR) R 1 causes disappointing performance, indicating that the receiver may need more transmission rounds to recover the message; nevertheless, a too small R 1 may result in a low throughput. Therefore, it is notable to optimize the ICR. When T = 1, the error event EE 1 is assumed to denote that the first polar decoding fails with packet error probability PER(R 1 ; SNR 1 ). The throughput is calculated for both IF-RC and EC-RC by Fig. 4 shows the simulated throughput results against SNR = SNR 1 using alternative ICR R 1 ∈ [0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9]. The initial polar code with length N = 512 is decoded by SC. We can see that the ICR of R 1 = 0.3 is only optimal for the SNR 1 region from −5 dB to −1.5 dB, but when SNR 1 increases up to region of −1.5 dB to 1 dB, the ICR should use R 1 = 0.5 to obtain higher throughput. In the end, up to the high SNR 1 interval over 3.6 dB, the highest ICR is required. In fact, it can be proven that η 1 is a unimodal function of ICR with respect to each SNR 1 . We simulated the one-variable function: η 1 (R 1 ) for SNR 1 ∈ {−3, 0, 3} dB in Fig. 5 . η 1 increases approximately linearly with the ICR at first until the rate is high enough, and then, the influence of PER(R 1 ; SNR 1 ) begins to dominate in (13) . When passing the peak, the throughput drops dramatically. It is easily seen that there exists an optimal ICR to maximize the throughput. In addition, for the subsequent transmissions, it is also necessary to select the rates R t (t > 1) properly. In IF-RC, R t+1 = R t − t , where the reduction step size t also represents the ratio of retransmitted information bits. Note that t should balance two demands in conflict. One is that t needs to be large to increase the probability of successful IF decoding, while the other is to be small to improve throughput performance by transmitting more new bits m † t . In terms of EC-RC, since the rate of the t-th round is set as R t = R p t−1 , the length of punctured polar code not only determines the PER performance but also affects the quantity of redundancy. In the following subsections, the rate adaptation for both RC schemes is carefully explored by optimizing the coding rate of each transmission circle.
B. RATE ADAPTATION FOR IF-RC
We first analyze the throughput for the case of two transmission rounds and then extend it to the general case. To calculate the average reward E[R] (2) of IF-RC for two rounds, the nonreward cases are given as follows:
• Initial decoding succeeds: (2) can be analyzed by
By using the packet error probability PER(R t ; SNR t ) and PER(R t , t ; SNR t ) corresponding to Pr{EE t } and Pr{EE IF t |EE t } at the given SNR t , equation (14) is rewritten as
In terms of E[T ] (2) , it can be formulated by
Furthermore, in the general IF-RC cases (circle t > 2), to simplify the analysis of reward for IF decoding, we assume that all retransmitted information bits are only selected from the last transmission. If event EE IF t of unsuccessful IF decoding occurs, this decoding result and the previous packets m t−1 , m t−2 , . . . , m 1 will be discarded by the receiver. Thus, the average reward of IF-RC can be calculated by (17) , as shown at the bottom of this page.
For the average number of transmission rounds E [T ], it is expressed as
To evaluate the optimized throughput, we may need to estimate the analyzed P ER(R t ; SNR t ) and P ER(R t , t ; SNR t ) by observing (17) and (18) . Fortunately, PER of polar codes can be estimated, which is an advantage over other types of codes. When an SC decoder is employed at the receiver in AWGN channel, the estimated PER(R t ; SNR t ) can be analyzed by
Recall that P ε (W (i) N ) is the error probability of bit-channel W (i) N provided that previous bit-channels are frozen. Notably, P ε (W (i) N ) is able to be calculated through GA according to (3) and (4). Since the code length in IF-RC is constant,
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the information sets of codes corresponding to a sequence of alternative values of R t are nested, i.e.,
where A k i t denotes the information set with different length k i in the t-th round. Therefore, we only need to run the GA method once to estimate P ER(R t ; SNR t ) in the optimization process of each R t . The searching complexity would be reduced as a result.
In terms of PER(R t , t ; SNR t ), it can be derived by
We consider the relationship of backward error implication [20] , which indicates that if the IF decoding fails, the original transmission must also have failed. Then, the approximate expression is given by
Equation (20) is thus reformulated by
Therefore, the corresponding P ER(R t , t ; SNR t ) can be estimated by GA. The evaluated throughput η is obtained according to (17) (18) (19) (23). To achieve rate adaptation in IF-RC, the optimized policy should solve the following problem:
and the optimized throughput result of IF-RC is
In fact, the procedure of searching for R opt can proceed efficiently by using the dynamic programming (DP) algorithm due to the nesting structure of reward calculation (17) . Equation (17) can be reformulated in a recursive form as
, t > 0, and S 0 = R 1 . As shown by (27) , shown at the bottom this page, we use PER(·) = 1−PER(·), and Z opt t denotes the optimized average reward E[R] (t) in η (t) opt . In particular, variable set S t−1 , R t ,SNR t and the element in [R 1 , 1 , 2 , . . . , t ] serve as the state and action in DP, respectively, where R t = R t−1 − t−1 for t > 1. Then, each R opt t of R opt is determined progressively in the optimization process. Consequently each η (t) opt is derived to be a closed expression of the attainable throughput in the specific case of the t-th round.
C. RATE ADAPTATION FOR EC-RC
In this subsection, we analyze the rate adaptation for the EC-RC scheme. In EC-RC, the average reward is calculated by
where the reward in each circle is that
denotes the retransmitted block length in the (t + 1)-th round. When the receiver performs decoding in combination with the previously stored blocks, the equivalent rate is
, t > 1, according to the transmission mechanism of EC-RC. With respect to the average number of transmission rounds E [T ], it is similarly expressed as (18) .
The PER of punctured polar codes in EC-RC can be approximated using a modified version of GA. Since the variance of the punctured output channel is set to infinity, a series of channels with different reliabilities need to be polarized together. For example, the E[L (1) 2 ] and E[L (2) 2 ] for two channels can be obtained with the observations E [L(y 1 )] and E [L(y 1 )] by modifying (3) to
Through calculating equation (29) recursively based on the polarization structure, the E[L (i) N ] for a punctured polar code with mother code length N could be derived similar to (3) . Then, the error probability of bit-channel is estimated according to (4) . The PER(R t ; SNR t ) for t > 1 in EC-RC can be thus evaluated by
Similarly, each optimized R opt t in R opt can also be produced progressively by (31) , as shown at the bottom of this page. The state is R t−1 1 , SNR t , and the action is R t . It is notable that since the DP algorithm is adopted in the rate adaptation strategies of RC schemes, a multi-dimensional global optimization problem of throughput is converted to a sequence of one-dimensional optimizations such that the overall computational complexity decreases. Moreover, some effective one-dimensional searching algorithms, such as the golden-section method, could be efficiently applied to searching for the optimized p[t] in EC-RC, for example. In practice, the optimized R opt could be calculated offline and stored in tables at the transmitter and receiver. As channel parameters are changeable in rateless transmission, i.e., SNR t is not available instantaneously, we can simply employ the optimization scheme conditioned on the assumption that SNR t = SNR. Alternatively, the receiver may even observe SNR t , determine the optimized R opt t and transmit its index over a multi-bit feedback channel. Since the optimization problem is solved on the basis of the given average SNR or outdated channel information instead of instantaneous channel condition, we characterize this rate adaptation as quasi-optimum. However, although the obtained R opt may be suboptimal, it is a constructive work for configuring rates in rateless coding in contrast to adopting an undefined or arbitrary rate set.
V. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we will present the throughput performance and rate adaptation analyses of both rateless coding schemes described in Section IV. The length of mother polar code is N = 512, and SC decoding is employed at the receiver. For simplicity, the case of two transmissions is first considered over both AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. 
A. THROUGHPUT AND RATE ADAPTATION
The optimized throughput results of rate-adaptive IF-RC and EC-RC in the AWGN channel are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , respectively. We see that the analytical and simulated throughput can match well as the SNR grows, which proves the validity of the analysis in Section IV. Additionally the attainable throughputs of RC schemes with the fixed rate (FR) are also provided for comparison. FR schemes involve different combinations of ICR R 1 and subsequent R 2 . As the results show, the throughput performance of FR strategy (i.e., FR-IF and FR-EC) is unstable. For example, in Fig. 6 9, 6] in dB, corresponding to the alternative rate combinations of (0.5, 1/2R 1 ) (0.7, 1/2R 1 ) (0.5, 3/4R 1 ) (0.7, 3/4R 1 ) (0.9, 3/4R 1 ), respectively. In general, it is obviously seen that each fixed rate combination can only dominate in a particular SNR interval. However, our proposed optimization schemes for both IF-RC and EC-RC not only can provide closed forms of throughput in polar-coded rateless transmissions but the rate adaptation is also achieved under the throughput policy, which fails to be addressed by existing schemes. Note that the bumpy throughput curves in both of the above figures are seen commonly in some multicircle transmission schemes including HARQ, which mainly result from their different transmission mechanisms. In Fig. 7 , this bumpy phenomenon for EC-RC becomes more evident since the PER performance of punctured polar codes is irregular against different lengths of incomplete codewords. For comparison, we depict the throughput results of IF-RC and EC-RC again in Fig. 8 , as well as the throughput with Fig. 8 . They indicate the tendencies of rate adaptation in these two rateless coding schemes. We find that in the relatively high SNR region (SNR > 0.5 dB), the throughput performance of IF-RC obtains more gain than EC-RC. This is because IF-RC can add as many new information bits as possible at the higher SNR interval. This may be proven by considering that γ of IF-RC increases against SNR, suggesting that the ratio of retransmitted bits
Nevertheless, EC-RC fails to improve the throughput, although increasing the number of retransmissions. However, at the range of relatively low SNR, IF-RC performs worse than EC-RC. On the one hand, the IF-RC requires a large opt 1 to increase the probability of successful backtrack IF decoding; on the other hand, the packet length in each round of IF-RC is constant, which may produce more retransmitted redundancy. Nonetheless, EC-RC can outperform IF-RC by adjusting the number of punctured bits to obtain rewards. As an alternative, knowing the average SNR, we may switch between these two RC schemes for targeted throughput. In low-SNR regions, the EC-RC scheme with a relatively small ICR and descending γ is preferred; however, targeting the considerable throughput at high-SNR ranges, IF-RC would provide significant gain by using large ICRs and ascending γ . Furthermore, to show the efficiency of rateless polar codes with the rate adaptation, the attainable throughputs of other rateless codes, Spinal codes and Raptor codes, are presented in Fig. 9 for comparison. The maximal throughput results of Spinal codes are derived based on a near-optimal rate adaptation in [21] . The attainable throughput of Raptor codes is evaluated in [22] , where the message length K = 500 is assumed in this simulation. These results are obtained with assumed multiple transmissions. As shown in Fig. 9 , our two rateless polar coding schemes could outperform the rateless spinal codes and raptor codes significantly by using the proposed rate optimization strategies.
B. EXTENDING TO FADING CHANNEL
The proposed rate-adaptation strategies for IF-RC and EC-RC can be easily applied to fading channels. We consider the Rayleigh fading channel model in our work,
where n [t] is the Gaussian noise vector with zero mean and variance σ 2 in the t-th round; snr t denotes the realization of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables SNR t . It is only available at the receiver, while its distribution function is known by the transmitter. The SNR t follows the exponential distribution, i.e., f SNR t (snr t ) = 1 SNR exp(−snr t /SNR).
Fortunately, according to [23] , a Rayleigh fading channel W F with σ 2 F could be converted approximately to an equivalent AWGN channel W eq−A with σ 2 eq−A through making the capacity of W eq−A equal to the ergodic capacity of W F . Therefore, the proposed rate-optimization methods for IF-RC and EC-RC provided in Section III and IV can be applied to the equivalent AWGN channel W eq−A . Then, the rate adaptation of RC transmission over fading channels will be achieved with the optimized results accordingly. Similarly, the simulated throughput and rate results of IF-RC and EC-RC are presented in Fig. 10 and the second row of Table. 1, over the equivalent AWGN channel corresponding to a Rayleigh fading channel.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, two types of rateless coding schemes of polar codes are separately explored for the sake of rate-seamless transmission in unknown channels. To avoid the undefined rate configuration of RC, the optimization problem in the rate adaptation is considered to solve in combination with maximizing the throughput efficiency. By making use of the proposed strategies, we present closed forms of attainable throughput for the optimized IF-RC and EC-RC schemes, each of which shows an advantage in a particular SNR region. The optimized rate family allows us to provide general indications for the rate adaptation of polar-coded RC techniques. Consequently the transmission efficiency is increased and the rateless polar coding schemes are not truly ''no'' rates. Moreover, the optimization procedures using DP can operate offline with low complexity and are easily applied to the fading channel by converting it to an equivalent AWGN channel. The upcoming extensions of this work will include developing more efficient code construction for RC in the unknown channel and accurate rate optimization for the enhanced decoders.
